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A Note to the Students
These exercises are:

• Designed to provide students practice developing architecture artifacts. 

• Performed by a student or a group of students.

• Performed in context of an “enterprise” selected by the student or group of students. Students may also use the Health 
Care Delivery Organization (HCDO) described below for the labs.

This lab guide contains more labs than can be performed during the allotted lab time in order to provide the instructor and 
students flexibility in defining the labs. Example lab selection scenarios include:

• Public virtual classes. Courses that are performed in a virtual setting with students from various organizations may 
want to leverage the labs that reinforce the concepts and techniques discussed, but do not require group workshops.

• Public classes. Courses that are performed in a classroom setting with students from various organizations may want to 
leverage the labs, using the HCDO case study, to apply the concepts and techniques in an end-to-end view.

• Organization-sponsored courses. Courses that are performed in a classroom with students from the same organization 
are encouraged to define a case study (i.e. solution/system scope) that can be used as the subject of the labs. This  
applies the concepts and techniques in an end-to-end view within the context of the student's domain.

Each lab will have a step that is “Get Organized” which provides directions on how to approach each lab depending on the 
course setting and available options. 

As you work through these exercises, please make a note of any elements that worked well and also those that do not work as  
well.  We value your feedback and are eager to improve the quality of our curriculum and the overall educational experience.

Enjoy!

Sincerely,

The Web Age Solutions 
Curriculum Development Team
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Health Care Delivery Organization (HCDO)

HCDO Enterprise-wide information

This organization is a distributed organization across the United States, providing health care services for approximately 
300,000 patients on-site at their facilities at any point in time. They need to maintain patient information for an extended 
period of time because patients come and go, so past medical records need to be available. They also provide outpatient 
care for approximately another 100,000 daily.

• Headquarters for centralized operations (e.g. HR, oversight, IT) and the chief of each health care discipline (medical, 
dental, mental health, etc.) reside to set policy and deal with escalated medical issues.

• One of the challenges of the HCDO is that it must support critical care, primary care, and long-term care of the 
patients. It also must support all the health care needs of the patients (e.g. dental, mental health) as well as specialty 
care (e.g. radiology, dietary).

• The organization has grown its solutions incrementally as additional disciplines and services were implemented. There 
is a different patient scheduling system for dental, mental health, primary care, and specialty services. 

• There are also many different health systems for pharmacy, radiology, laboratory, dietary, and mental health.

• They have just implemented a Document Management System to store all the patient files electronically, but like all 
the other systems it must be accessed independently.

• Their goal is to implement an Enterprise Electronic Medical Record (EMR) that will replace all of the core systems to 
provide a centralized health record plus provide end-to-end integration for all appointments and health data. But this is 
a huge effort so it must be done in multiple steps.

• The EMR will not replace auxiliary systems like Radiology or Laboratory, but will integrate with them using industry 
standards (e.g. HL7, DICOM).

• The organization can’t wait to implement the EMR to get an integrated scheduling system. The scheduling system is 
critical to ensure procedures are done in the right order and that health care providers are available to treat patients 
and that appointments are not scheduled at the same time and therefore providers sit idle or medical facilities are 
scheduled/booked and not used.
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• The organization has 50 health care locations, plus a centralized pharmacy that fills reoccurring (e.g. auto refill) 
prescriptions for the long-term patients. There are approximately 200 health care staff at each location, plus 
supporting staff (e.g. schedulers, IT staff).

• The organization also relies on many external vendors including:

• Third Party Administrator (TPA) to process all health claims.

• Specialty care providers when health care services are not available within the HCO.

• Suppliers that provide medications and other health care supplies.

• Laboratory services (e.g. Quest)

• Regional hospitals for patients that require surgery, but will return after surgery

• There is a lot of data related to running this organization, including:

• Patient demographic information, patient medical history, patient allergies, patient schedules, completed 
patient forms

• Provider information and provider qualifications, provider schedules

• Medication databases, including decision support information

• Medical review documents, including death investigations, issues with quality of care

• Supplier information including vendor information, product information

• The HCDO also has many reporting requirements, including but not limited to:

• Immunization Registry reporting

• Controlled Substance reporting

• Quality of Care reporting for long-term care patients

• The organization must continuously keep up to date on any state and federal regulations regarding health care. This 
has been a problem and they have had to pay large fines in the past. They are hoping the new EMR system will help 
them.

• Also with multiple facilities, patients are moved between facilities based on the level of care needed. This has caused 
problems when the patient files were physical files. The document management system has helped to some extent, 
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but until all silo systems are integrated or replaced by the EMR, the patient movement provides an additional 
challenge. 

• The patient movement and the lack of system support have made it difficult for patient friends and families to locate 
them. The new EMR system must have an enterprise-wide bed management and census capability to help with this 
problem. This will also ensure that the HCDO is utilizing, yet not overbooking beds. 

• With multiple locations, multiple disciplines, and a constantly changing workforce, training on the various solutions has 
been a problem. It takes a long time for staff to understand all the existing systems and what system to use for what 
purpose.

• The HCDO would like to evaluate the use of more mobile medical devices to streamline the work, but they are unsure 
whether they need to wait for the EMR. A device to track medication management at the point of care is desired to 
ensure no duplicate medication is provided.

If a health care organization needs it, you can assume this organization does in terms of data, people, solutions, and 
technology. If you encountered a problem receiving quality health care, you can assume this organization has that problem 
too. Feel free to fill in any details or change aspects of this enterprise to meet the needs of a lab.

Data Center Interview #1 You completed an interview with the staff that supports the current 
systems and this is your notes.

They have patient data spread across the enterprise, so they created an Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI) to be the 
master for all patient information. All patient information is synchronized with the EMPI solution. The EMPI runs on Linux and 
uses Oracle. 

They have multiple medical scheduling solution: Dental Scheduling Solution (DSS), Mental Health Scheduling Solution 
(MHSS), Primary Care Scheduling Solution (PCSS), and Specialty Care Scheduling Solution (SCSS). The Dental Scheduling 
Solution (DSS) is a Microsoft Access application. The Mental Health Scheduling (MHSS) and Primary Care Scheduling 
(PCSS) applications are .Net applications. The Specialty Care Scheduling (SCSS) system use Adobe Forms. 

The Enterprise Middleware solution integrates the Laboratory System and Radiology System using the EMPI and scheduling 
systems using HL7 messaging standards. The Enterprise Middleware solution runs on Linux and uses Oracle.

The Radiology System uses DICOM standards to interface with Radiology equipment.

The Dietary System is the Nutrition-For-All COTS product and it doesn't support HL7, so they use an adapter with the 
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Enterprise Middleware to integrate it with their EMPI.

The Pharmacy Solution is the Medication-For-All COTS product that integrates with suppliers using X12 standards. The 
Pharmacy receives a file from First Data Bank using the Enterprise FTP Solution (EFTP).

The standard desktop is Windows, supporting all the Microsoft-supported versions. 

The enterprise has standardized on Active Directory so all applications must integrate with Active Directory for username and 
password information.

Pharmacy Solution Architecture 

Pharmacist 
Interview #1: You completed an interview with the pharmacist and these are your notes.

The doctors create prescription orders either by hand, fax, or electronic order. The order contains the medication, strength, 
dosage, frequency, and number of refills. If it is a paper order there is 1 medication per form. If it is electronic we can get 
multiple prescriptions on an order. Each prescription is handled separately because they may be filled at different times based 
on medication availability. 

The first step is to verify insurance coverage. If the insurance coverage is OK, then we proceed. If the insurance coverage 
isn't OK, we need to call the patient and see if they want the medication anyway and get their approval. 

Next we verify the prescription against other medications currently prescribed to the patient. If there are any serious 
interactions we need to contact the physician and gain their approval. After the insurance coverage and medication 
interactions are checked, we can proceed with dispensing the medication. The pharmacy technician fills the prescription. 
There may be multiple packages per prescription. The actual physical prescription you receive we call a “dispensed” 
prescription. If you ever got a partial prescription this is the 1st dispense of a series. Separating the dispense from the 
prescription also helps track attributes associated with the physical dispense – who filled the prescription, what time was it 
filled, what amount was dispensed, what product was dispensed. The prescription order has a medication on it, but we can 
substitute an equivalent medicine (e.g. generic), so we must track the specific medication dispensed. The label on the 
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dispensed medication also has the # of refills remaining and the date filled. 

After the prescription if filled, the pharmacist must verify the prescription was properly filled. This is the verification step. 

We notify the patient when the prescription is ready by either phone, email, or text message. When the patient picks up their 
medication, we ask if they want to speak to the pharmacist for a consult if it is their first time taking the medication. They can 
accept or decline the consult. When the patient picks up the prescription (i.e. dispensed medication) we track that it has been 
picked up.

If the patient doesn't pick up their medication within 2 weeks, we restock the medication.

Pharmacist 
Interview #2: You reviewed your notes from the 1st interview and decided to ask the pharmacist some 

more questions. You completed the 2nd interview with the pharmacist and here are your 
notes.

Before we can fill prescriptions for a patient/customer, we need to make sure we have a list of any allergies on file. This 
enables us to check prescriptions against their allergies before we dispense it. We also ask for contact, address and 
insurance information. 

The pharmacy has to track the prescribing doctor and their information, including DEA number for controlled substance 
tracking. Doctors are associated with approved organizations that can interact with the pharmacy electronically.

The pharmacist actually receives a file of medications from First Data Bank on a periodic basis. The First Data Bank file 
contains all the information for a medication, including medication side effects and interactions. First Data Bank uses a 
standardized FDA product code to identify each medication.

The supplier provides a file of product information that also contains the standardized FDA product code, plus manufacturer 
information for each product. 

The pharmacy has to manage their inventory. Some medications have expiration dates. Sometimes the supplier recalls a 
medication. So each medication from the supplier must also include a bar code, expiration date, and batch number. Some 
medication have special storage requirements (e.g. must be kept in a refrigerator). 
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Internal and 
External Survey 
Summary:

You distributed  a survey to  internal  and external  customers  of  the  pharmacy 
system and these are your notes.

• The pharmacy system sometimes loses track of the Rx. The root cause of this appears to be that the system prints  
labels for the Rx. The label is treated like a work queue. If a label isn't printed or lost, the Rx is not filled and sits in the 
system as “being filled”.

• The QA staff  is  concerned  about  the  quality  of  the  data  since  the  pharmacy  product  has  limited  configuration 
capabilities and does not allow for detailed business rules to be associated with organization-specific data.

• Customers have complained they call  for a Rx refill  and the pharmacist  says he sent the renewal  request to the 
physician’s office and the physician's office says that they sent the renewal to the pharmacy. It is unclear where the 
problem exists.

• Customers are angry that more paperwork is required to get their allergy medicine and it costs more since it isn't a  
prescription medication. 

• The  pharmacy  system  can't  integrate  with  the  HR system  for  personnel  information.  Staff  information  must  be 
manually entered and maintained in the pharmacy system.

• Customers want  to allow other people to pick up their medication for them. This would require the system to be 
updated to handle customers authorizing other people (not necessarily customers) to pick up their medication.

Pharmacy 
Application 
Support Interview

The pharmacy solution is very difficult to support. This interview summarizes the 
interviews with the application support team.

• The pharmacy system has no Application Programming Interface (API), so custom logic had to be added by using 
stored procedures that access the database directly based on the vendor's published database schema. This causes 
a lot of extra work when upgrading the pharmacy system to a new vendor release. The programming team calls these 
extensions “bolt-ons”.
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• Since each bolt-on is an independent application, the user must login for each bolt-on used. 

• Each bolt-on requires a database connection. The average user  must login to the main application and 2 bolt-ons in 
the morning and uses the throughout the day. This results in 3 database connections used by each active user. This 
causes performance issues. It also results in users not being able to login if the maximum number of database 
connections are exceeded.

• Since each bolt-on is a separate application, the user “context” is not shared between bolt-ons. This requires the user 
to re-enter patient information multiple times.

Pharmacy Test 
Environment 
Request

The  test  team  would  like  a  test  environment  created  that  mirrors  the 
production  environment.  This  is  a  summary of  the  pharmacy executable 
environment.

• The clerk workstation must contain the “Order” module to be able to submit prescriptions and give prescriptions to the 
customers.

• The pharmacy technician workstation must contain the “Dispense” module to be able to print Rx labels and dispense 
medications.

• The pharmacist  workstation  must  contain  the  “Dispense”,  “Verify”,  and  “Substitute”  module  to  able  to  dispense 
medications, verify dispensed medications, and substitute equivalent medications. 

• The back-end application server has the workflow engine, pharmacy business rules engine, and interface engine that 
receives requests from all client workstations and accepts all external transactions for processing.

• The database server contains the database files and the database software. The back-end application server is the 
only node that has a connection to the database.

• Physician offices send electronic transactions to the interface engine using secure HTTP. The transaction is HL7-
compliant. 

• Suppliers send updated product files to the interface engine using secure FTP. The interface engine reads the file and 
loads the data into the database.

• The customers use a web portal interface that is a subset of the “order” capability to submit and review pharmacy 
orders. This interacts with the back-end application server in the same way as the clerk's workstation.
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• Mobile  phone  use  HTML5  to  implement  a  simple  order  status  function  that  interacts  with  the  same  back-end 
application service as other interfaces.

• A specialized workstation is setup to handle faxed orders. The fax server is integrated with the workstation to provide 
a queue of faxed orders. An “Imaging” module is used to view the faxed images and use the same “Order” module to  
enter pharmacy orders into the system. Note: They have looked into OCR technology, but since physician's writing 
can be problematic, their goal is to transition to electronic transactions instead of implementing OCR.
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Lab 1 - Reference Architectures
This group exercise is designed to review the components of a reference architecture. 

Don't worry about understanding every aspect of the reference model. The emphasis here is to practice developing components 
of a reference architecture.

Part 1 - Get Organized
Option A: Form a group of 2-4 people. Select a scribe and presenter from the group. After the group completes the lab, each 
group shares their insights with the class.

Option B: Each student performs this exercise independently and the instructor facilitates a class discussion to share the 
student insights.

Part 2 - Select Your Reference Model
__1. Select one of the reference models below or another one you are familiar with.

__2. Review the elements of the reference model to become familiar with the model.

Option A: Document Technologies Reference Model
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Option B: Business Analytics Reference Model
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Part 3 - Develop Reference Architecture Components
__1. Develop components related to the reference model you selected. These can include:

Part 4 - Document your Findings
__1. Document your Reference Architecture components, identifying if the component relates to the overall Reference 
Architecture or to one of the elements.
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Part 5 - Discuss the Results
__1. Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.

__2. Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.
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Lab 2 - Define Your Enterprise 
This group exercise is designed to provide a foundation for the following labs. 

The emphasis here is to select an “enterprise” that the group knows enough about to develop sample architecture artifacts (i.e. 
catalogs, matrices, and diagrams) in future labs.

Part 1 - Get Organized
Option A: Form a group of 2-4 people. Select a scribe and presenter from the group. After the group completes the lab, each 
group shares their insights with the class.

Option B: Each student performs this exercise independently and the instructor facilitates a class discussion to share the 
student insights.

Part 2 - Define your Enterprise
__1. Determine the scope of your analysis. You can either address an entire corporate entity, an extended enterprise, division, 
or enterprise solution. You can also use the reference architecture you selected in Lab 1.

__2. Select a real or imaginary enterprise to use for your labs. We will build architecture artifacts for it in this lab and future 
labs. You can use the HCDO enterprise.

__3. Develop a simplified version of a context diagram for your enterprise. You can build onto it later. If you have chosen a 
reference or segment architecture, your “interfaces” illustrate the relationship with items outside the scope of the segment or 
reference architecture scope. 

Below is a sample context diagram:
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Part 3 - Develop a Stakeholder Map
The following diagram illustrates a stakeholder map:

The class types include:

A: Minimal Effort – Low interest, low power

B: Keep Informed – High interest, low power

C: Keep Satisfied – Low interest, high power

D: Key Players – High interest, high power

__1. Develop a stakeholder map, identifying stakeholders and their key concerns.

Part 4 - Document your Findings
__1. Document your enterprise's Context Diagram

__2. Document your enterprise's Stakeholder Map

Part 5 - Discuss the Results
__1. Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.

▪ What did you choose for your enterprise? What are your enterprise's key business partners? Are they 
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represented in the context diagram?

▪ Who are your stakeholders?

▪ Do you think it would be useful to use a Stakeholder Map?

__2. Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.
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Lab 3 - Architecture Vision Diagram
Using the Enterprise you defined in Lab 1, you and a group of your fellow students will develop a diagram that is at an 
appropriate level to put into an Architecture Vision deliverable.

This group exercise is designed to help you explore how to graphically represent an enterprise vision for your stakeholders.

Try not to get too caught up in semantics or details of the diagram.  

The emphasis here is to practice communicating a vision. 

Part 1 - Get Organized
Option A: Form a group of 2-4 people. Select a scribe and presenter from the group. After the group completes the lab, each 
group shares their insights with the class.

Option B: Each student performs this exercise independently and the instructor facilitates a class discussion to share the 
student insights.
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Part 2 - Develop an Architecture Vision Diagram

Source: US Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) Information Technology (IT) Roadmap Target State Vision of the VA  Enterprise 
Technical Architecture (ETA), September 10, 2012.

This is the US VA Vision Diagram which is described as:
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This vision illustrates a robust and secure environment that provides VA staff with the flexibility they need to become more 
effective and efficient at what they do. The availability of information on any device, anywhere, and anytime will help make 
day-to-day activities easier and less time-consuming. Internal users and mission partners are provided a robust, 
agile,interoperable infrastructure that provides connectivity, computing capability, and approaches for delivery of integrated 
services to Veterans, while supporting VA’s execution of strategies.

For this lab pick 1 of the following:

__1. Select a diagram type to illustrate the Architecture Vision. It can be one we reviewed in the course or a different one that 
you have found useful. Develop a diagram for your enterprise's Architecture Vision. OR

__2. Review the above diagram. How would you walk a stakeholder through this diagram in a review session? Can you think 
of ways to improve this diagram?

Part 3 - Discuss the Results
__1. Have the speaker review your work and be prepared to share with the group.

▪ Provide an overview of the diagram.

▪ What do you think it communicates to the stakeholders?

__2. Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.
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	Lab 8 -  Architecture Roadmap
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Identify Reference Model Scenarios
	__1.  For your selected reference model, identify 1-3 scenarios that would provide business value to the enterprise. Examples:
	Ability to perform transactions via a mobile device.
	Ability to receive data from a web electronic form.
	Ability to post a generated report to the web.

	Part 3 -  Identify Required Reference Model Component Capabilities
	__1.  Select one of the scenarios you identified.
	__2.  For this scenario, identify:
	The reference model components and their capabilities required for the scenario
	Any other component capabilities required? 

	Part 4 -  Develop Architecture Roadmap
	__1.  Based on the component capabilities required to meet the scenario, develop a dependency chart, identifying the sequence in which the component capabilities would need to be developed and tested. Consider:
	Data dependencies
	Software interfaces
	Processing flow

	Part 5 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your work and be prepared to share with the group.
	__2.  Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.


	Lab 9 -  Architecture Maturity Assessment 
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Review the EA Maturity Model Scorecard
	__1.  Review the EA Maturity Model Score and pick one of these items:
	__2.  For your organization, discuss your organization's current maturity using the self-assessment spreadsheet. Discuss key gaps identified during the assessment. OR
	__3.  Identify at least 5 capabilities from the scorecard that you believe is critical for EA maturity and explain why.  

	Part 3 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your work and be prepared to share with the group.
	__2.  Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.
	Did you find the maturity model helpful?
	Were there any capabilities that made you think of areas where your organization could improve?


	Lab 10 -  Architecture Services
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Define the Architecture Services
	__1.  Either starting from the services identified above or from scratch, list the services you want your enterprise's EA team to provide.

	Part 3 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.
	__2.  Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.


	Lab 11 -  Extra: Define Tactics for a Quality Attribute
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Lab Steps
	__1.  Choose a Quality Attribute
	__2.  Define the set of tactics used to meet this quality attribute

	Part 3 -  Document your Findings
	__1.  Summarize your team's discussion.

	Part 4 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.


	Lab 12 -  Extra: Identifying Tactics for a Pattern
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Identify Tactics for a Pattern
	__1.  Select a pattern you have used or you think would be useful
	__2.  Identify the Tactics that this pattern leverages

	Part 3 -  Document your Findings
	__1.  Summarize your team's discussion.

	Part 4 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.


	Lab 13 -  Extra: Architecture Techniques
	Part 1 -  Get Organized
	Part 2 -  Lab Steps
	__1.  Select a target for your rubric (e.g. design review)
	__2.  Develop a rubric
	__1.  Either use your enterprise or another solution/product of your choice
	__2.  Develop a feature tree, using a brainstorming session
	__1.  Select a problem space
	__2.  Define the choices, conditions, and outcomes
	__3.  Develop a decision table to help guide decision making
	__1.  Select a problem space 
	__1.  If someone in the group troubleshoots problems (e.g. performance problems) on a regular basis, you can interview them
	__2.  Develop a flowchart to help guide decision making

	Part 3 -  Document your Findings
	__1.  Summarize your team's discussion.

	Part 4 -  Discuss the Results
	__1.  Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.
	__2.  Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.





